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We had another lovely session last night with Laurence, Mike and Dave on a milder night with a good
attendance. We are still adjusting our versions of some of the songs, so make sure you keep up to date
with the newest versions Alison sends out. Or annotate your paper copies if you’re old fashioned like
me!
Although our next performance isn’t till May, it’s not actually that far away now so Terry will bring a
signing-up sheet for you. As it’s at Droitwich, please indicate if you need a lift there or are willing to offer
a lift there. The event, on Sunday 6 May, is at 4.00 but the canal festival is on all weekend and there are
lots of nice stalls and of course other musical acts (including a couple of other choirs probably) so you
may want to go for longer. It’s in a marquee with a bar, so not the quietest place! I’ll let you have more
details about the weekend later when I get them.
Sue and Roger’s wedding is on 19 May and I think we are now singing three songs as well as helping out
with the hymns.
The Picnic in the Park is 27 May, in the afternoon – exact time to be notified. We’d better hope for
better weather in May!
Next week we’re at the Social Club, then back to the Village Hall on 19 March, with a committee meeting
before the rehearsal. On 26 March, we are at the Crown at Withybed, by which time it might actually be
spring. Then it’s the Easter break.
The AGM will be on 16 April.
Don’t forget the Lawns group is still meeting every other Friday and will hold their concert in June.
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